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Your Atlanta Travel Guide is a book that leads you directly to the best Atlanta has to offer - it

includes great tips for free things to do and free events throughout the year, neither of which is

found in other travel books for Atlanta. A travel guide without fuss, this publication takes you to the

most popular attractions and provides in-depth attraction profiles with addresses, directions,

admission prices, parking, and opening hours. Then, there's also practical information on how to get

around using public transportation, some basics about the local weather, and the best times to visit.

And if you're on a budget, find out how make your visit to Atlanta cheaper overall with free sights

and free events.
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I planned out a road trip with a few friends and Atlanta was the second stop. We ended up staying

there longer than any of the other places because there was so much stuff mentioned in this book

that we wanted to check out! It had a lot of useful tips about where to visit and how to save money.

We got a couple other guidebooks from different authors for the other places we visited but none of

them were as in-depth or helpful as this book. Next time I take a road trip itÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢ll be to

somewhere else N. T. Gore has written a guide book about!

Your Atlanta Travel Guide is an excellent guide to fun in Atlanta. I have been researching for our

family vacation and found this book to be an excellent resource. Author N.T. Gore has compiled the

best of Atlanta, Georgia into an informative and user friendly book. With information on weather,



transit, places to visit, parking, free attractions and more, I have found everything I need to plan our

vacation and stay within our budget. I highly recommend it!

This guide is great when you don't have a lot of time for planning! An excellent resource for planning

activities without spending a great deal of time on research. Everything you need to know in an easy

to read guide. A great buy for any traveler!

I was hoping this book would be more of a "what to see and do in Atlanta area" to use as

suggestions for visitors, but unfortunately it's not. It picks out about 10 spots in the downtown area

and that's it.

The "guide" is poorly written and poorly edited. There are almost no maps and very little information.

It seems very amateurish and not worth the money.

As expected

N.T. Gore has personally saved my family vacation! I was forced to plan a trip to Atlanta on very

short notice this last weekend, so I turned to this book.It covered everything, from getting in, to

hotels, to attractions, in a clear and simple manner. It would have taken me hours to find information

half as good as this online - I'm so glad I saved myself some time and stress and decided on this

book. The vacation was great and stress-free!

Sorry N.T. Gore. I tried to like this book, but I just couldn't. First of all, when you publish a book you

should probably get a proof-reader or anyone else to read the book BEFORE you have it printed.

My fourth grader couldn't believe how many errors there were and it made it difficult to read. Also, I

bought the book because it seemed like it would be a good reference for getting around town. I got

more information about Atlanta on-line. This is a book about Atlanta with a couple of suggestions of

things to do, but it doesn't compare to any travel book I have ever purchased. A total waste of my

money.
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